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ABSTRACT: For a pitch controlled variable speed wind turbine, a feed forward control structure based on the estimation of rotor averaged wind speed has been developed and analyzed. The additional control action will accelerate
ordinary rotor speed feedback control to resist disturbances of wind speed turbulence and wind gusts.
Wind speed estimation is based on reconstruction of aerodynamic torque from measurements and a priori knowledge
of rotor behaviour. The theoretical base arises from the energy balance between captured aerodynamic energy from
wind on the one hand side and extracted electric energy (generator), stored kinetic energy (rotor inertia) and losses at
the other hand side. A tabular implementation for use in real-time control has been derived and evaluated by time
domain simulations, stability analysis and parametric uncertainty studies. Without stability drawbacks, the proposed
method has shown to be a powerful for reduction of rotor speed variations (30-40%) and wind gust suppression. Energy yield increase is feasible (0.9%) if temporarily torque excesses are not allowed.
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this is called 'rotor effective wind speed1' [6] and com1. INTRODUCTION
prises basically tower shadow influences, wind shear
Advanced control solutions show good perspectives to
variations, 0p-mode of the turbulent wind field and 3pimprove and optimise wind turbine operation. They commultiples of the rotationally sampled wind field.
prise high potentials for future turbine designs to deal
The so called 'rotor uniform wind speed' comprises only
with different operation circumstances and to find a de0p-mode variations of the turbulent wind field.
sign optimum between costs and performance.
The proposed pitch control actions will be an addition to
The objective of the research program 'Design tool for
the basic pitch actions for rotor speed feedback control:
wind turbine control algorithms' as performed by ECN
PD rotor speed feedback to pitch speed variations (or, PI
Wind Energy [6], is to make in-house design and evaluarotor speed feedback to pitch angle variations).
tion of advanced control solutions more accessible for
The core of the proposed feed forward control as shown
manufacturers and to stimulate the use of pertaining algoin this paper can be considered in control terms as DD 2
rithms in modern turbines. As part of this research profeedback control from the rotor speed to the pitch speed
gram, a feed forward structure based on estimation of
(or, PD feedback control from the rotor speed to the pitch
wind speed is proposed as an extension to basic rotor
angle). After all, wind speed estimation is based on aerospeed feedback control by pitch actuation.
dynamic torque reconstruction, which consists of kinetic
Related works has previously been published for active
(inertia acceleration) and electric (generator speed)
pitch, constant speed turbines by Matsuzaka (1996) [5],
torque. Feedback of the wind speed changes (derivative)
Kodama (2000) [4] and for variable speed, stall regulated
will thus result in D 2 and D control, respectively.
turbines by Vihriälä (1999) [8].
Overall this implies PDD 2 feedback control from the rotor
This paper focuses on the prevailing turbine concept 'varispeed to the pitch speed. (or, IPD (PID) control from the
able speed, pitch to vane'.
rotor speed to the pitch angle (figure 1).
First, the principle and theoretical base will be discussed.
Figure 1: Conformity between rotor speed feedback conNext, the considerations concerning tabular implemenwind speed
tation are discussed. Finally, the additional control action
is evaluated and conclusions are made.
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Strictly, it should be named as 'pseudo' feed forward control, because the wind speed is not directly fed in as a
measured value, but is reconstructed from measurements
and a priori knowledge of rotor behaviour.
The principle is based on estimation of wind speed (2.2)
from aerodynamic torque and effectuation by pitch actuation (2.3) to maintain rated power production at above
rated conditions. In advance, the fundamental control
principle will be discussed (2.1).
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trol by pitch angle setting (upper plot) and pitch speed
setting (lower plot).

2.1 Control approach
Wind speed reconstruction from aerodynamic torque will
result in a 'rotor averaged' wind speed. As a rough signal

1

'rotor effective wind speed' is more precisely defined as: `a
single point wind speed signal which will cause wind torque
variations through rotor power and thrust coefficients, that will
be stochastically equivalent to those calculated through blade
element theory in a turbulent wind field'.

2.2 Rotor uniform wind speed estimation
Rotor uniform wind speed estimation is based on determination of aerodynamic torque from measurements and
reconstruction of wind speed from the aerodynamic rotor
behaviour.
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Determination of aerodynamic torque
Aerodynamic torque,

~
Ta , is reconstructed from the (low

Maximal expected
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frequent) balance between the aerodynamic power, the
rotational rotor power, the extracted electric power and
the conversion losses:

~
~
~ ~
& +P
ˆ
Ta = Jˆt ⋅ Ω
r
e / Ω r + Tl .

Wind speed

(1)

Ĵ t , is the 'slow speed shaft equivalent' inertia of the rotor and generator. The conversion losses, Tˆ ,
The inertia,

l

consist of constant 'Coulomb' losses and rotor speed dependent 'rotational' losses. Sufficient accurate determination is achieved from drive train efficiencies. The low
pass filtered measurements of the rotor speed, the rotor
acceleration and electric power, are used to reconstruct
the aerodynamic torque simply from an explicit relationship and well-known turbine parameters.
To avoid the electric power measurement, the electric
torque setpoint can be used instead, on condition that the
dynamics of the electric torque actuation are negligible
(5-10 times the low pass bandwidth).
Wind speed reconstruction
Wind speed estimation is based on the stationary relationship for aerodynamic torque:

Cˆ q (θˆ , λ ) ⋅ 12 ρˆ airπ Rˆ b3 ⋅ (Vˆw )2 = Tˆa

(2)

For sake of convenience, fore-aft tower movements are
taken for granted, but if relevant and measured they can
be taken into account as an opposite term on the rotor
averaged wind speed,
air density,

ρ̂air ,

V̂w . The rotor radius, R̂b

and the

Figure 2: Relationship between aerodynamic torque and
wind speed for small and larger pitch angles at typical
rotor speed.
By ignoring 'stall' solutions, the functions

show monotonic behaviour for all values of the pitch angle and rotor speed. A unique numerical solution for

V̂w is found from (eq. 2) and (eq. 3) by solving the implicit relationship for the turbine operation range.
2.3 Pitch speed effectuation
The estimated wind speed,

V̂w , is used to realise an addi-

tional pitch actuation component to the existing rotor
speed feedback control loop. A useful control law for
above rated conditions is proposed with high frequent
feedback of the estimated wind speed changes to the pitch
speed to enable more effective pitch actions in case of
wind speed variations and gusts (disturbance rejection):

θ&V*ˆ ( s)
H ( s) = w
Vˆ ( s)
Vˆw
c

w

Ĉq will be an un-

certain parameter in practice. Due to its dependency to
the tip speed ratio

~
λ = Ωr ⋅ Rˆ b Vˆw ,

,

ˆ

= GParat ⋅ K

Vˆw
D

⋅

are assumed as well-known parame-

ters. The non-linear torque coefficient

Tˆa = f (Vˆw )

τ VDw ⋅ s
ˆ

(1 + τ VDw ⋅ s)

in which 's' is defined as Laplace operator.
Together with the low pass filtering of rotor speed and
acceleration for reduction of 3p and collective mode
ˆ

components, a band pass feedback with gain,
(3)

there's an implicit relationship between aerodynamic
torque and rotor averaged wind speed.
This relationship is not always a function in mathematical
sense. In other words, there is more than one solution of
the wind speed value for a collection of operation points.
As shown in figure 2, this happens specifically at small
pitch angles.
The physical meaning of two solutions is found in the
nature of airflow: the 'low wind speed solution' implies
attached flow, while the 'high wind speed solution' implies stall or turbulent flow. Stall solutions shall be left
out of consideration; the occasional cases of stall conditions for a 'pitch to vane turbine' are ignored and interpreted as 'invalid solution'.

(4)

realised for frequencies between

Vˆw
D

(1 τ )

and

K VDw ,
ω

3p
0

is

.A

typical value for the time constant is 0.5-1s. The feedback
gain is restricted for reasons of stability (see paragraph
4.2) and usually set to 0.5.
The gain factor, GPrat , in (eq. 4) has been added to coma

pensate for non-linear behaviour. It's mapping towards
constant rated power causes no conflict with the base rotor speed feedback loop of the turbine. The gain factor is
determined from the stationary expression of aerodynamic power:

Cˆ p (θˆV*ˆw , λˆ) ⋅ 12 ρˆ airπ Rˆ b2 ⋅ (Vˆw )3 = Parat .

(5)

rithm will search via table range vectors for matching
solutions, close to the actual operation point:

~
~
Vˆw = f VˆTABLE
(θ RNG , TˆaRNG , Ω rRNG )
w

(7)

~
ˆ ,Ω
GParat = fθ&TABLE
(
V
*
w
r)
ˆ

(8)

Vw

Increase of accuracy and decrease of the table grid density (size), can be achieved by real-time linear interpolation. Typical table sizes are (10x6x6) and (30x6), respectively.
The non-linear gain function is shown in figure 3. To
avoid extreme pitch actuations it is limited here to
4dg/(m/s).

Figure 3: Non linear scheduling factor for effectuation of
estimated wind speed towards rated power.
Determination of the pitch angle target function,

~
θˆV*ˆw ( Ω r , Vˆw ) , from (eq. 5) is again an implicit relation-

ship towards the estimated wind speed, V̂w , which
should be solved numerically. Because of pitch speed
effectuation, the sensitivities to wind speed

~
GParat (Vˆw , Ω r ) =

∂
∂Vˆw

(θˆV*ˆw ) ,

(6)

should be determined in addition (figure 3).
Before the wind speed pitch action is issued to the pitch
actuator, two empirical conditional rules are performed:
−

contributions in vane direction are not effectuated
if the rotor speed is close to the rated rotor speed
value;

−

contributions in work direction are not effectuated
if the rotor speed is close to the maximum rotor
speed value .

3. IMPLEMENTATION
There are two possibilities for implementation of the additional control loop as discussed in paragraph 2: polynomial and tabular implementation.
In [2], it has been concluded that tabular implementation
is favourable because of different reasons:
−

the implementation code is simple and robust;

−

no intensive real time calculations;

−

no risk for bad solutions outside the operation area;

−

no guarding for convergence or invalid solutions;

−

no initialising mechanism.

The only drawback of tabular implementation can be the
size of tables, but memory is no longer an issue nowadays.
The tabular approach implies that the implicit relations
for determination of wind speed (eq. 2 and 3) and feed
forward gain (eq. 3 and 5) are solved numerically off-line
[2]. The numerically found solutions are stored in
(multi-dimensional) tables. The real-time control algo

4. EVALUATION
The estimated wind speed feed forward control has been
evaluated for time domain behaviour (4.1), loop stability
(4.2) and parametric uncertainties (4.3).
Implementation of the algorithm in the aero-elastic code
PHATAS has shown similar performance. Real-time i mplementation is in preparation and verification in an industrial turbine is foreseen in the first part of 2005.
4.1 Time domain simulation results
The control performance of the estimated wind speed
feed forward algorithm has been evaluated for a typical
wind turbine.
The turbine was modelled with quasi-stationary non linear equations for aerodynamic torque and axial force, including a correction for dynamic inflow effects [1]. Assumption of a stiff coupling between rotor and generator,
results in a simple equation of rotation in which losses
were included. Stiff-soft tower dynamics (first bending
mode) in both fore-aft and sideward direction were incorporated via an equivalent model of a common massspring-damper system.
The turbine model was driven by rotor effective wind
speed that includes tower shadow, wind shear, 0p-mode
of turbulent wind field and 3p/6p-effects of rotationally
sampled wind field [6].
The pitch control structure as used for time domain simulations is shown in figure 6.
The bold lines in this 'hybrid control scheme' are control
signals, while dashed lines are 'tuning' signals. The feed
forward control (shaded block) has been added to a 'standard rotor speed feed back' control structure that actuates
the pitch speed. Furthermore, the control loop comprises
scheduled PD-control, non-linear dynamic inflow compensation and low pass filtering to reduce 3p and collective blade effects. Before the pitch speed setpoint will be
effectuated, a scheduled inactivity and limitation zone
will suppress undesired (small) pitch activities.
Although not shown in figure 6, the method of electric
torque control will be relevant for performance comparison. Usually, for above rated conditions the 'constant
rated power curve' will be used to produce rated electric
power and below rated conditions the 'constant optimum
lambda curve' will be used to produce as much as available. In [7] an algorithm is discussed which aims

4.2 Stability analysis

Figure 4: Nyquist stability contours without (dashed) and
with (solid) wind speed feed forward for four classes of
pitch angles.
to optimise the transition between both curves. This algorithm is useful in situations where temporarily overloading of the drive train and the electric power equipment
(electric torque excess ~3%) is temporarily allowed.
Figure 7 shows time domain simulation results for 140
seconds at a mean wind speed level of 1.25 times rated
wind speed. A wind gust towards twice the rated wind
speed value was super imposed at 70s.
The upper plot in figure 7, shows the rotor effective wind
speed and the smooth estimated uniform wind speed. Due
to filtering the estimated wind speed barely contains 3p
effects. A small delay with respect to ideal estimation is
caused by the phase shift of the low pass filtering.
In both columns of four plots (electric power, rotor speed,
electric torque and pitch angle) the control performance is
shown without (left) and with (right) electric torque excess, as proposed in [7]. The dashed and solid lines show
respectively, the behaviour without and with estimated
wind speed feed forward.
The beneficial effects of smaller signal variations are with
(right) and without (left) torque excess consistent: obviously, they are in the left plots (without) considerable
larger. In both cases the rotor speed variations are considerably reduced (reduction of standard deviation 30-40%).
The pitch actuation due to the feed forward is slightly
increased and specifically effectuated in advance.
Without torque excess (left plots) the feed forward structure contributes significantly to improved power production. Further evaluation at different wind speed levels and
taking a representative Weibull function into account results in 0.9% improvement of overall energy yield [3]. If
torque excess is included (right plots), this benefit will be
less significant.
During wind gusts, specifically if torque excess is not
feasible, the wind speed feed forward will result in improved power production and less torque dips.

Design of the PD-controller gains of the standard rotor
speed feed back loop is based on industrial accepted stability margins of Bode (gain margin 0.5 and phase margin
45dg). This was performed at the operation point at which
maximum torque sensitivity to the pitch angle occurs.
Nyquist diagrams for each relevant operation point were
calculated to check the stability in the whole operation
area of the wind turbine. The effect of the estimated wind
speed feed forward has been examined by comparison of
Nyquist analysis without (dashed) and with (solid) the
feed forward structure as shown in figure 4. Each plot in
figure 4 represents a pitch angle range (~wind speed
range). All Nyquist contours are passing the (-1,0) point
with increasing frequency at the right side, which implies
stability of the closed loop system. Additionally, the design amplitude margins (0.5) and phase margins (45dg)
are hardly affected after incorporation of the feed forward
structure (solid lines). Even, it can be concluded that the
feed forward structure improves the robustness and stability behaviour because the tails of the Nyquist contours are
counter clockwise shifted: this is due to the phase lead
effect
of
D 2D-control
as
introduced
from
d Vˆw
dt

=

d
dt

( J ⋅ dΩdtr + Te ( Ωr )) .

4.3 Parametric uncertainty
The estimation of uniform wind speed is also dependent
of a priori knowledge of the aerodynamic torque coefficients

ρ̂air

Cˆ q (θ , λ ) , the rotor radius R̂b and the air density
and the total inertia

Ĵ t .

In practice these values

will differ from the values as assumed during design. To
check the behaviour for these practical parameter uncertainties, additional simulations were done with deviated
parameters (over- and under estimated values) for the
whole wind speed range. Both the relative error of the
estimated wind speed value and the relative difference of
estimated wind speed variations were observed.
Generally, it was concluded that parameter deviations
result in an offset of the estimated wind speed, although
there were no extreme sensitivities found within the range
of practical deviations of the involved parameters. Because the derivative of the wind speed is used for effectuation in the control loop these offsets are of no importance.
Figure 5 shows a typical worst-case situation of co mbined
deviations. In this figure the o-dotted lines are with parameter deviations included and the solid lines are representing the relative error in the estimated wind speed. It
results in a relative error of about +12% in the estimated
wind speed around rated wind speed conditions, while it
decreases to +5% at cut-out condition.
A wind speed estimation offset error, will result in faulty
feed forward gains (figure 3). Although, a simple commissioning procedure and a tuning parameter (w.r.t. low
frequent anemometer values) will compensate for this
offset.
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Figure 5: Worst case cumulating parametric uncertainty
behaviour for wind speed estimation (dashed: variations,
solid: wind speed value).
5. CONCLUSION
Feed forward control of estimated wind speed has shown
to be a powerful extension to basic 'rotor speed feedback'
control. Time domain simulations show:
−

a decrease of standard deviation of the rotor speed
by 30-40%;

−

improved turbine behaviour to large wind gusts;

−

increase of energy yield up to 0.9%, if temporarily
torque excess is not implemented or feasible.

For reasons of simplicity, robustness and hardware requirements, tabular implementation is preferred above
polynomial implementation.
Both stability, and parametric uncertainties were exa mined. The additional control loop has a slightly positive
effect on overall stability and robustness. Parameter uncertainties will not have impact on the effectuation of the
wind speed feed forward loop.
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Figure 6: Pitch control structure as used for time domain simulations.
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Figure 7: Time domain simulation results at mean wind speed of 1.25 times rated wind speed and super imposed wind gust at t=70s; The upper plot shows the rotor effective and estimated wind speed;
The left and right column show the control behaviour without electric torque 'excess' control. The
dashed and solid lines show control results, without and with estimated wind speed feed forward, respectively.

